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From the Chair…..

Hello all,
Well, Summer is nearly over (did I blink and miss it??) and we are already on the count
down to Christmas  It has been a busy few months for many- going to the Royal
London show for a total of 6 days (4 of them showing) nearly finished me off, but have
only a couple more outings, including our own club show in September. Please do support
us, either bringing your horse or by helping- an hour is invaluable as it enables another
helper to have a break. We will be setting up on Saturday afternoon, so helpers welcome
then too!
Huge congratulations to 2 members- Sue Fews’ Rolo won a massive cup (gold!) at
Chepstow Show as Supreme Champion, and Jane Jones took her Coco to Beaufort
Supporters show at Badminton and was placed…..got to admire your grit and
determination Jane, so glad to see you back in the plate.
Although Camp is receding away I pinched some photos from facebook for you all to
see….some good potential there for team members Laura?? Please do send me photos of
your horses and ponies- it is so nice to see them, whether hacking, showing, dressage,
agility etc….we have a fabulous range of experiences between us.
On a sad note, I attended the funeral of Jean Spratt’s husband, John, who had been ill for
some time. It was uplifting to hear so many people speak of their happy memories of him,
and the committee sent a card on the club’s behalf, as well as making a donation to the
requested charities.
Ros & the little people

VHPRC
Open Show 18th Sept 2016
WE ARE SEEKING HELPERS!!
If you can help, or know someone who can, please get in touch
Contact: anyone on the Committee!!! 

We hold our meetings on the first Wednesday of the month
FABULOUS FOOD!

Rose & Crown,
68 Parkfield Road, Pucklechurch, Bristol, BS16 9PS

CAMP MEMORIES……

The Day Juanito the Pony Made Lead rein Mothers Everywhere Clutch Their Pearls
When it comes to lead rein classes, there are two kinds of
spectators: those that love them, and those that…don’t.
The former runs to the rail, camera in hand, waving and
shouting words of encouragement. Things like, “Heels
down!” and “Big smile!”. These people are generally
proud parents, and their joy is palpable. Meanwhile, the
Scrooges among us check our how-many lists, groan, and
bah-humbug our way to the snack bar in search of some shade
and a Pepsi.
But if every lead rein class featured the bad-pony antics of this
class—which took place at a horse show at Warren Barn Farm
in Surrey, UK back in 2012— things might be a little different.
Claire Owen of Attic Photographic started to capture this photo series of tiny tot Alexia and her pint-sized Shetland pony
Juanito (show name: “There’s Only One Juan”). But then Claire got a little more than she bargained for.

Things start off okay.
Ridiculously cute even…

Until Juanito, for
unknown reasons,
decides to pony—
and then
everything rapidly
deteriorates from
there.

Hold on
tight……errr….actually no,
gerrofff!!!

Thankfully, all ended well, and our brave, fledgling equestrian gamely mounted back up to receive her ribbon. Here is
the “after” shot astride a still spicy-looking Juanito, and Alexia’s (probably) traumatized-for-life lead rein partner!
The moral of this story is twofold……never be complacent…..
and never, ever trust a Shetland!!

Alan Hiscox…the secret life of a mounted policeman…
Our July speaker was Alan Hiscox, who many will recognise as the lead rider of the Metropolitan Police
display team (I remember seeing them many times at Olympia and elsewhere). He has just taken up a post
with the BHS as National Development Director.
The talk started off with an introduction about himself- he is actually a local lad and went to school at Wellsway
(several members were actually classmates of his eg Gill Hutchings) and he was quite a naughty pupil despite
his father being a teacher there. However he also, even at a young age, had a sense of righteousness, telling
us a story about a school bully who he caught up with later as a policeman in Kingswood!
Alan joined the police in 1978, stationed at Kingswood, moving to London to ‘see more action’ and there
joined the mounted branch.
The history of the mounted police is interesting:
1758- There were pursuit horses to control the turnpikes
1763- 8 mounted ‘peace’ officers came into being
1805- The Bow Street horse patrol ‘the redbreasts’ were formed
1829- The Metropolitan police was formed
1836- The mounted branch was formed with all groups integrated into one.
They dealt with incidents such as the Chartist marches, maintaining crowd control and providing ceremonial
escorts. Many were ex cavalry officers. The uniform changed from tunics and top hats to uniforms and
helmets.
1936- The Public Order Act was passed and they had to deal with crowd control during the Moseley marches.
During WW2 medals were awarded to some of the horses for bravery: Olga, Upstart and Regal.
1968- Vietnam demonstrations threatened the US embassy and the police horses were invaluable in maintain
order.
The requirements for a horse in the Metropolitan Force are:
 exceptional temperament
 between 16 hh and 17.2 hh (as they need to be able to see over walls!)
 solid colours- greys escort the Queen, bays for other escorts and captains, blacks for funerals and
chestnuts (although there is a greater return rate for them!)
 breeding is mainly pure ID or ID/ TB
 they must pass a 5 * vetting
 they need to display presence (such as when having photos taken or standing guard)
 they need to be obedient and trainable
 they must have a bold, steady nature.
 they must be weight carrying (they might need to carry body armour as well as a rider) up to 16 stone.
 good physical shape and proportion
 must be easily ridden by all riders.
Alan then described what owners have said about their horses (just look at for sale ads and you will know the
‘read between the lines’ phrases……dead quiet, athletic, recently vetted etc!
Training takes time- and might take up to 9 months. At all times they require positive encouragement and
repeated exposure, starting off small with grooming with a flag, hearing a gunshot from a long distance,
gradually getting closer etc. They are trained to be ridden one handed to leave the other free for using
truncheons and they must also be unafraid to look ahead at any threat. They are desensitised to smoke of all
colours and gradually get used to walking around and then through fire.
However it is difficult to recreate the atmospheres in practice so the horses and policemen are sent to train
with other forces eg in the US and South Africa.
Alan rode in the activity ride for 14 years at Olympia and other events around the world. Features included
jumping through hoops of fire, crossovers, and gradually removing saddles whilst jumping. The best moment
of his career was supporting the Spanish Riding School- he had been told not to ask to ride their horses, but
they watched the training. In Birmingham they arranged a rider swap- he performed a capriole on one of their
horses, and one of their riders jumped through a hoop of fire.
Throughout the evening, Alan told us many anecdotal stories which were extremely amusing. His final
thought? The relationship between horse and rider is trust.
You can read more about Alan at: http://www.alanhiscox.com/

Want to watch the mounted ride in action?? Go to this You Tube link….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUKTKtjppBM

Police horses in action in 1936

Better than Bute?
Plants work in different ways to medicine, they interact with the body to renew, replenish, protect and strengthen.
They have a shot gun effect- blasting out many health promoting chemicals, rather than a single bullet dose of
synthetic chemicals like drugs do. No living creature can do without them, as per the government promotion we
need our Five Per Day- your horse needs at least 25 especially if stabled for long periods of time.
It is possible to use pharmaceutical drugs and biomedicine together as plants increase health before they target
disease, horses grazing naturally will have stronger digestive tracts, better immune systems (less arthritis and
chronic degenerative diseases) and better wound healing times. Many of the plants listed below are classed as
noxious weeds and are considered to be serious pests in grazing land worthy of extermination both in the UK and
USA

More information about the
following equine issues can
be found at:
Affluent MalnutritionEMS/obesity/laminitis
(group)

Best plants to grow and give for inflammatory diseases and ailments...
1.Borage (Borago Officianalis) highest number of sterols. Among them, campesterol (6.4% of total extract) and γsitosterol (6.3%) were found to be the major constituents - great for enhancing the activity of beneficial immune cells
while inhibiting the response of those that cause inflammation and chronic disease. Increases the production of
disease-fighting T-cells by as much as 920 percent. Has anti-inflammatory capabilities similar to that of the steroid drug
cortisone—but with none of its negative effects, cortisone is used to treat joint pain, respiratory problems and made
into topical applications for wounds and mud fever.
High in GLA’s which are also part of the inflammatory process, contains very small amounts of pyrrolizidine alkaloids so
best given in small doses for short periods of time.
2. Mallow (flowers and seeds) Common Mallow (Malva Sylvestris) is a large flowering plant which grows in hedgerows
and on roadsides and on footpaths, deliberately cultivated since Roman times for its anti -inflammatory properties.
Best use is as a coating for the mucus membranes good for horses with upper airway infections and gastric ulcers.
3. Wild Radish (Raphanus raphanistrum) - horses like the leaves and flowers which are high in potassium, vitamin C and
calcium, plus significant levels of phenols which help balance thyroid activity both under and overactive, may help
protect against the onset of Cushings. The leaves also contain folic acid (B 9), they are a great nerve tonic and muscle
relaxant.
4.Wild carrot, (Daucus Carota) Queen Anne’s Lace, Bees’ Nest, Bird’s Nest, Carrot, Yarkuki, Zanahoria , Birds Nest
Weed, Devils Plague, Garden Carrot, Bee’s nest plant, Bird’s nest root, contains high amounts of quercetin (3 times the
level of a glass of red wine) stimulates metabolic pathways associated with lipid and starch breakdown. Contains antiinflammatory phytochemicals especially good for horses with kidney problems such as increased drinking and
urination. Horses like the young plants, flowers and seed heads, all are beneficial.
5. Wild Mint- (Mentha aquatic) sweeter than common mint. This plant contains the highest levels of anti- oxidants with
significant free radical scavenging properties, beneficial for chronic inflammatory conditions such as arthritis, gastric
ulcers and airway inflammation.

DIARY DATES
Sept- Julie Chuter-Nicholas- Spanish horses
Oct- TBC
Nov- B & W Vets- winter ailments

Tack Shop Club Member Discounts
Did you know you are entitled to special discounts at
local tack shops? Think of all that money you can save!
Here is a summary of just some of the discounts
available and the contact details:
Chris Puddy : http://puddys.co.uk/saddlery/
Discount 10%

Dressage Riders
Show Jumpers
Eventers

-

Wadswick Countrystore: http://www.wadswick.co.uk/ Discount 5%
Patrick Pinkers:
http://www.patrickpinker.com/?id=296 – Discount 10%

If you would be interested in competing for
the club at area competitions, please contact
Laura Hayden, Team Co-ordinator.

It is also worth asking if you visit other tack shops,
remember always take your membership card with you
! Please note these discounts do seem to be rather
selective and some items are excluded, unfortunately
this includes saddles.

Please keep checking the website for up-to-date news regarding speakers and rallies –
www.vhprc.co.uk
Any articles/ photos to Ros at rossteward@hotmail.co.uk

Yoga on Horseback
Our August speaker was Nicola who, after working in London, took up yoga when she became
unemployed. She taught standard yoga for 10 years before moving to the South West, a small village on
the edge of Exmoor. Although she had no money, she volunteered at the local RDA centre (Conquest)
and spoke to them about the possible benefit of yoga with some of the riders there, particularly teaching
them to breathe, as often disabilities are emphasised by tension and fear.
She explained what yoga is: it is connecting the mind, body and spirit through breathing. The control can
be conscious or not (for example when asleep). With stress, the breaths become shorter and faster.
Breathing manages emotions, the mind and overall wellbeing/ health.
A child at the centre whose disability caused pain through pressure, was reluctant to ride- Nicola’s
exercises enabled her to ride again by developing her breathing control and rocking motion to reduce
pressure. After 6 sessions, her physio was amazed to see so much progress.
Although Nicola had no horses of her own, after meeting her girlfriend, who had two, she started
experimenting with Rosie who had been abused in her past life. When bought she had been doped, and
once the drug wore off, she couldn’t be handled. She would tolerate being sat on but was not safe,
bucking riders off. Nicola focused on simply being with her, reducing the feeling of stress and reducing the
fear. She concentrated on communicating through body language. After some time, Rosie became more
receptive.
Nicola suggested that yoga techniques might be beneficial in many disciplines, and could have the
potential to be used therapeutically, for those with disabilities and also with refugees that might have
suffered trauma. Her sessions would vary according to need.
Interestingly, Nicola had said at outset that one doesn’t need
to be flexible to do yoga…..however, at the end she showed
us a short video, and it would appear that being flexible helps!!!

Ros

Information from VOSA for horse box and trailer owners
The amateur competitor: Karen is the owner of a horse that she regularly transports to competitions, using a 7.5
tonne gross vehicle weight horsebox. She considers this very much to be her hobby, travelling to events mainly at
weekends. She wins some prize-money occasionally, which goes towards the upkeep of her horse and transportation
costs. From time to time, she also transports her friend’s horse, which enables them to share the fuel costs. Karen
doesn’t have an operator’s licence and doesn’t use the tachograph which is fitted in the vehicle. The circumstances
under which Karen uses her horsebox mean that she doesn’t need to be authorised by a goods vehicle operator’s
licence. She doesn’t transport her horse, or any other horse, as part of any business venture. As such, she can’t be
construed to be doing it for hire or reward or in connection with a trade or business, which is the main criteria for
requiring an operator’s licence. She does attract some very modest income from time to time in the form of the
occasional prize-money or small fuel contribution, but these sums of money are not enough to take her into the
realms of operating commercially. She is also entitled not to use the tachograph which is installed in the vehicle
because the weight of the vehicle doesn’t exceed 7.5 tonnes and she isn’t operating on a commercial basis. Karen
does, however, need to ensure that her horsebox is maintained in a roadworthy condition and that she has at least
category C1 entitlement on her driving licence.
Drivers’ hours and tachographs: The rules on EU drivers’ hours and tachographs exist to govern the driving hours and
rest periods of drivers who drive commercial goods vehicles, which can include some horseboxes. You do not have to
conform to these rules if you drive a horsebox up to 7.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight for personal use, even if there is a
tachograph fitted. Like operator licensing, EU drivers’ hours and tachographs are not intended to cover most people
whose equestrian activities are no more than leisure pursuits. However, all drivers of horseboxes exceeding 7.5 tonnes
need to adhere to the rules on drivers’ hours and tachographs.
Roadworthiness and annual testing (plating): VOSA carries out a test every year on your horsebox to make sure it
meets minimum road safety and environmental standards. In addition to annual testing, VOSA also undertakes regular
roadside checks throughout the entire GB road network, where your vehicle could be the subject of a routine
inspection. If VOSA identifies any fault that could cause danger or damage to the environment at the annual test, we
will ask you to have it repaired before the MOT certificate is issued. If the fault is more serious, you will need to
arrange recovery from the testing station. If defects are identified during routine mechanical inspections, your vehicle
could be the subject of a vehicle prohibition, making its further use illegal until such times as the defect is rectified.
Having your horsebox properly checked and serviced by a qualified mechanic before the annual test will help to ensure
it is in good enough condition to pass. Similarly, frequent checks on the vehicle components which are more likely to
become defective, should also prevent enforcement action should your vehicle become the subject of a routine
inspection.

Drivers’ walkaround check and pre-plating inspection for large horseboxes:
PARKING BRAKE (HANDBRAKE) Regular use of your vehicle can help keep the handbrake efficient. Check the condition of
the parking brake (handbrake) brake application. SPEEDOMETER Make sure the speedometer illuminates. REFLECTORS
Check for obvious missing reflectors at the rear and the sides of your vehicle. WHEELS & TYRES Check the wheel nuts for
security and ensure the tyre pressures are correct. Use your vehicle regularly and park with the wheels in alternating
resting positions. Parking your vehicle out of direct sunlight can also help your tyre sidewalls from perishing. Check tyre
tread depth is at least over 1mm. SUSPENSION Check to see if the vehicle is sitting square or lopsided. Listen for
knocking sounds when the vehicle is in motion. STEERING MECHANISM Check for obvious oil leaks and any unusual
knocking noises when driving. SERVICE & SECONDARY BRAKES (FOOTBRAKE) Regular use of your vehicle can help
maintain the braking efficiency by preventing the moving parts of the braking system from seizing. BRAKE SYSTEMS
Check for air and fluid leaks and drain air tanks if required. FUEL SYSTEMS Check that the fuel cap has a seal fitted and
has no obvious fuel leaks. Check that no black smoke is coming from the exhaust pipe as well as the security and
condition of the exhaust system. HEADLIGHTS & LAMPS Check that they work and are the right colour. Look for faded
and broken lenses.

Drivers’ walkaround check for trailers:
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS Check connections are secure, in good condition and cannot snag or become taut in normal
use. JOCKEY WHEEL Check the jockey wheel is present, secure, operational and in good condition. MIRRORS Are towing
mirrors required for an adequate view to rear? BODY CONDITION Check the overall security; that the access doors are
secured; and that glass panels are secure and in good condition. VEHICLE TO TRAILER COUPLING Check for condition and
security. Check breakaway cable is properly attached and cannot snag or become taut in normal use. Pass the cable
through the attachment point and clip it back on itself. REFLECTORS Check reflectors are all present; of the correct type
and colour; in good condition, clean and secure. FRONT + REAR LIGHTS Check all lights are present, secure and
operational. TYRE + WHEEL FIXING Check tyres and wheels are fixed, secure and in good condition. Check tyre tread
depth is at least over 1.6mm. EXTERIOR SPARE WHEEL + CARRIER Check the exterior spare wheel and carrier are both
secure.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION file:///C:/Users/owner/Downloads/VOSA%20Horsebox%20Guide.pdf STAY SAFE!! 

And did you know…..?

Driver licensing
You need to ensure that you have the correct licence for the size and type of vehicle you are using, and how it
is being used. The driver of a vehicle with a gross vehicle weight of up to 3.5 tonnes requires only a category B
licence (ordinary private car licence). Vehicles between 3.5 tonnes and 7.5 tonnes can be driven by holders of
C1 category licences. Drivers covered by this category are permitted to tow trailers of up to a maximum gross
weight of 0.75 tonnes. Drivers who passed their driving test for a category B licence after 1 January 1997
stopped receiving automatic entitlement to drive category C1 vehicles. With the exception of those drivers
with category C1 entitlement, all drivers of goods vehicles with a maximum gross weight of more than 3.5
tonnes require a category C licence.

6 dramas that happen at every livery yard
If you’ve ever spent time on a livery yard, chances are you’ll have experienced one or more of the following…

1. The mystery of the missing things (and who stole them)
“Where are my scissors? Who keeps stealing them?” shouts the wild-eyed woman with the hairy-legged cob. Everyone
rushes around looking for them, not wanting to be accused of being the Mysterious Scissors Thief, only for the livery to
find them in her tack box, or under a haynet, or in her car. She is, you all gradually realise, a scatterbrain. Yet ScissorsGate continues indefinitely.
2. The person who borrows things and forgets to put them back
Your stirrup leathers, your whip, even your bit — you have a riding lesson in five minutes and some vital piece of kit is
missing. The borrower isn’t a thief as such, just someone who has no personal boundaries when it comes to helping
themselves to other people’s stuff. After all, they mean to replace it before anyone’s noticed it’s gone. They just don’t.
This can be very confusing if you’ve also got a scatty livery who loses stuff. Beware!
3. The kicked horse
Someone’s horse gets kicked in the field, and all hell promptly breaks loose as everyone tries to work out which equine
was the attacker, while vigorously defending their own nag from any such accusation. Later, it turns out that the horse
managed to injure itself rolling, but by then it’s too late. Half the liveries have already quit in a huff. Forget famine or
climate change, when World War Three does finally get underway, you can guarantee a kicked horse will be behind it.
4. Hay wars
Hay is included in your livery tariff. As far as you’re concerned, this means you’re free to stuff your extra-large haynet to
bursting point. Your YO is not so keen on this idea. Hence lots of passive-aggressive notes left about the place saying
things like, “There’s far too much hay on the muck heap. You’re over-feeding your fat horses. Stop doing it immediately,
or face the consequences, which include death or dismembering.” Well, maybe not that exactly. But words to that
effect.
5. The evil horse saga
There’s always one horse on every yard that’s a total fruitloop. Its adoring owner is oblivious to the fact it’s trying to kill
her, and although she’s nearly always bruised and bandaged from being kicked/bitten/bolted with/bucked off, she’ll tell
anyone who’ll listen how talented Satan is, and how they’ll be taking the eventing/dressage/showjumping world by
storm, just as soon as she’s recovered from her latest injury. Meanwhile, everyone on the yard breathes a sigh of relief
when Satan and owner return from a quiet hack round the block in one piece.
6. The yard-hopping liveries
They’re everyone’s best friends when they first turn up at the yard, offering you advice on your horse and bringing it in
from the field for you, even though you didn’t ask them to, and actually, it’s a bit annoying. The YO is their new BFF and
they’re all going to be godmothers to each other’s kids. Yet, a few short months later, those liveries leave in a storm of
threats and recriminations. You find out that they’ve done the same at just about every yard in the county. Why? Who
knows!

Perhaps we could have more yard owners stories (no names mentioned of course!)

